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Bill Pfanner - Power Plant chemicals 

From: 

To: 

Date: 10/9/20075:48 PM 

Subject: Power Plant chemicals 


Hello, My name is Travis K. Young and I am a concerned student of Chabot Community College. I have read 
the articles provided pertaining to the power plant, and am very curious as to why this information provided lacks 
any information of the chemical Acrolein that is to be produced from this plant. Imust be honest and say that in 
pretense of reading the description of the usage of the plant, Iwas in dismay because of my concern for my 
health as well as others. Iam aware of this plant assisting to meet electric generation loads during high demand, 
but am still in contempt for the lack of knowledge of this harmful chemical Acrolein that the description of the 
project failed to provide. In fact. I had to look up this chemical myself to obtain a better understanding, and it is 
truly uneasy to lack a full comprehensive understanding, and left me distraught, for I could not believe that our 
Governor would put us in potential danger. So I sought to know more in depth about this project by viewing the 
article describing this project as provided on this web-page that gave me your e-mail. Iwas even more 
disappointed to notice the absence of the chemical production of Acrolein, and I am aware of its danger and am 
aware of its usefulness, but I do not believe every one is aware of what exactly is this chemical that the article in 
which was meant to describe this Power Plant failed to give any information of this matter. I feel that there should 
have been more stated so the public is able to know all the contents in which this potential life changing project 
consist of, and am certain that many others feel as I do. Iam not a person of rebellious attitude towards industrial 
advancement, but simply an appreciative individual of his community, and I do hope that you may respond to my 
inquiry and will be very thankful for any further input of this matter. 

Sinsearly 
Travis K. Young 

~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

See what's new at AOLlcom and Make~A_OoL.Ymr.~H_mepage. 
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